OPERATION AND SAFETY:

BATTERY POWER ONLY
This microphone should be powered by AA batteries only. DO NOT use phantom power in conjunction with this microphone!

PACKING AND STORAGE:

Improperly packed kits will result in a fine!

Unscrew and detach the ME-64 condenser capsule, and pack loose in the vinyl zipper wallet. Be careful not to damage the threading!

Remove the battery and pack loose in the vinyl zipper wallet. Do not leave the battery in the power module!

Place the K6 power module inside its vinyl zipper wallet, with the module mounted inside the shockmount. Do not remove the microphone from its shockmount!

Make sure the Equipment ID number for the vinyl zipper wallet matches its microphone. Do not mix up mics with the incorrect vinyl zipper wallet.

PACKING EXAMPLE:

In the event of accident or mishap with this equipment, contact the F&DM Checkout Lab Specialist immediately: Phone (831) 459-4062 – Email fdmcheckout@ucsc.edu

In the event of medical emergency, dial 911.